
People are the Army, not in the Army

Urch’s Rules of Life:  This is how I do my business … be clear what drives you as 
we support our people:  Family first; Pursue excellence; Know your part in the 
scheme of manoeuvre but train yourself to do the job two-up; Always take the moral 
high ground; Never show the burden you are carrying to your subordinates; Ask 
questions and be a good listener; Prioritise ruthlessly; Take control of your work-life 
balance; Maintain a sense of humour; Never lose your temper; Work flexibly; 
Delegate according to ability; 80% on time is nearly always good enough; Take time 
to think; Ask – how can I help you?

Everyone’s shared responsibility in Home Command is to:

1. Give your best advice:
• Excel in your role; the aggregation of marginal gains.
• Tell your boss “what they need to know” not what you                   think they 

want to hear.
2. Move forward as one:

• Challenge during development and value every opinion; speak with one 
voice thereafter.

• Work collegiately as a single 3* HQ team; “all of one company”.
3. Build the foundation for strong relationships:

• The job is to serve our people; trust what my commanders say – don’t do 
their job and don’t second guess them.

• Add value; use plain English and communicate more effectively.
• These are difficult times; support others and foster these links – particularly 

with the Army HQ and down the chain of command.
4. Work together:

• Go placidly amongst the noise and haste; be on good terms with everyone; 
speak truth quietly and clearly; listen to others; remember our manners.

• Embody the Army’s Values and Standards (especially ‘Respect for Others’) 
and those of the Civil Service Code.

Help is at hand:

Operation	TEMPERER
An	individual	aide	memoire
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SERVE TO LEAD

THE BRITISH ARMY 
MANUAL ON 
LEADERSHIP

The	Army's	
knowledge	exchange

Manual	of	
Military	Law The Army’s Values:

• Courage
• Discipline
• Respect for Others
• Integrity
• Loyalty
• Selfless Commitment

The Army’s Standards:

• Lawful
• Acceptable Behaviour
• Totally Professional



People are the Army, not in the Army

10 BOOKS & 10 IDEAS
Have	a	plan Develop the	individual Build strong	relationships Inspire	Confidence Put your	family	first

Maintain	perspective Encourage	mistakes Make	a	back	up Attend	to	the	basics Do	the	right	thing


